
SHORT CASE STUDY ON BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

To prepare an Effective Business Communication Case Study report, on the organization's effectiveness in the short
term as well as long-term(Hall, ).

Identify possible solutions or strategies that would have prevented the problem, and what benefits would be
derived from implementing solutions or preventing the problem. However, it was risky, and the client
criticized her for not sharing a warning before coming to a difficult point. Six months later, the company filed
for bankruptcy. He implemented an easy fix, creating short meetings at the start of every shift to inform
employees of daily happenings so that staff could offer more to guests, improving customer loyalty, return
visits, and spending. Bruce had since left the company, because he felt that the importance of his research was
not being appreciated. Bernoff, "Bad writing costs business billions," Daily Beast, Oct. Tylenol was
successfully reintroduced with tamper resistant packaging, discounts, and sales presentations to the medical
community. He then revised the essay slightly, keeping the introduction the same, and submitted it to his
co-op supervisor. According to Beverly Behan of Hay's Group, Carlson should be commended for not only
making the right decision in not hiring the heir apparent, but for handling the job search in a calm, effective
way. Use of inappropriate language or style? In fact, a recent estimate claims that the cost in the U. Large
organisations like Corus and Travis Perkins recognise the importance of multi-channel communications and
have therefore created team working structures. Good communication is an important person to person skill in
an organisation. After being found in the ladies room sniffing white powder, she was confronted about a
cocaine problem, and reacted by quitting immediately, leaving a hole in the organization for months before a
replacement could be found and replaced. But this debate was not, I think, mainly about declining interest in
the support of science. If physicists are asking for 10 or 15 billion dollars to build a machine that has no
practical value, at the very least they should make an extremely serious effort, with dazzling graphics,
metaphors, and capable use of the English language, to justify their proposal. They also recommended that he
take advantage of free resources, including online searches and checking out social media sites to learn more
about job candidates. Recall Crisis Management In , Maclaren issued a recall for every stroller it had sold in
the US for a decade, which came to 1 million units. There are all sorts of ways of organising effective
communications between members of an organisation: Team briefings - enable team leaders and managers to
communicate and consult with their staff. Many companies offer quick, superficial checks, but for OfficeDrop
owner Prasad Thammineni, more information was required. Sales fell even more, revealing that this was not a
good strategy at the time. Harvard Business Review points out that in this situation, "Starbucks is a mass brand
attempting to command a premium price for an experience that is no longer special. More than financial
mismanagement, budgetary constraints, and political incompetence, I think this is the key to the failure of the
SSC. The companies reacted in different ways, and ultimately, Ericsson did not do well, quitting the mobile
phone business and allowing Nokia to win over the European market. Team briefings may take place on a
daily basis or less frequently. Feuerstein made employees happy, to be sure, but business students should
study this case to consider whether bold philanthropic actions will pay off in the end. The company made
some smart moves in their Korean expansion, most notably partnering with Samsung, the leading Korean
conglomerate, and embracing the Korean way of life by operating stores as local businesses and community
centers. Related Theory. India's middle class has embraced the vehicle as an affordable commodity, even
giving them as dowries in weddings. Consultant David DeLong agrees, citing this program as an example of
how job handoffs should really work. Nokia kept trucking along, while Ericsson suffered from months of lost
production and sales, allowing the market to be dominated by Nokia. In this case, Amber, an administrative
assistant started out well, but began to adopt strange and inconsistent behavior. Big D found a profit in a
market segment that other local screen printers weren't clamoring to fill. Curtis Kimball, the man behind the
Creme Brulee Cart, put Twitter to work for him amassing thousands of followers and growing his business by
allowing people to follow the cart through the online service. The teams are encouraged to make decisions
rather than to wait for commands from above. He asked rank and file employees to share their insight through
a hotel, discovering that there was a disconnect between what was going on at the hotel and the knowledge of
staff. In , Triumph sold just 7, bikes in the UK, but 50, worldwide, indicating that an international interest paid
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off for the company. Up to that point, Starbucks stores had added new offerings, including wi-fi and music for
sale, but started to lose its warm "neighborhood store" feeling in favor of a chain store persona. I was escorted
on a 3-hour tour of the facility byâ€¦ Chris finished the essay and submitted it to his writing instructor.


